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Company Profile
Physipro is a leading provider of 

high quality custom seating and 

positioning products. Physipro’s 

products have helped improve 

the quality of life of physically 

challenged people for over 25 years.
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About Physipro 
Since 1988, Physipro is a leader in designing and manufacturing complex rehab 
technology products. Physipro is a family company headquartered in Canada. 

Mission
Our mission at Physipro is to develop positioning and mobility devices that provide the 
upmost in comfort, durability and quality. We will always be focused on maintaining 
our standards of quality and continuing to surpass our levels of innovation.
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Physipro offers a wide range of products :

POSTURE AIDS
• Seat Cushions
• Backrest 

MOBILITY AIDS 
• Wheelchairs
• Tilt-in-Space 
• Pediatric wheelchairs 

DAILY LIVING AIDS
• Toilet Seat and Bath products
• Waterproofing 
• Custom Work

“Our products are a direct 
result of the needs of 

those we serve.”
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Postural Evaluation
The simulator is used to accurately establish custom manufacturing criteria of 
a posture assistive device. Due to its comprehensive adaptability, this tool can 
simulate various adjustments as well as component interaction.

It also allows determining the components, support and corrective needs as 
well as establishing the anthropometric measurements. The result of these 
specifications leads to the manufacturing of a customized technical aid.
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Premium Back 
Our Premium adjustable-tension backrest has 
been designed to provide additional comfort and 
adjustability for clients with spinal deformities.

Features 

  Autolock Buckles 
  Optional swing-away thoracic supports are adjustable in height,  width, and depth. 
  Features a zipper opening for rapidly inserting wedge or FIPS.
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HP2 Back
Modern shape, dynamic design, and color stand out as HP2 backrest features. 
It also offers thoracic supports that can be adjusted vertically, laterally, and at 
an angle.

The HP2 backrest offers various combinations of depth, height, angle, and 
width for optimizing posture, range of motion, and user comfort.
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Valeo™ Backrest
Valeo is Physipro’s newest backrest. It features an overall enhanced 
design that includes new thoracic supports, easy to use mounting 
system that requires minimal effort, dorsal wedges, lumbar wedge and 
many options!  
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Axis ™
Axis gives you options! The Axis innovative strapping system allows you to create 
instantly, a lumbar support. It can be continually adjusted to the most appropriate 
position over the course of a progressive illness or when postural abnormalities 
increase. 

A unique thoracic support system is available for optimal positioning. It also features 
an unlimited selection of heights and widths. The Axis is not only a tension adjustable 
backrest it’s a complete backrest system that helps you meet the specific needs of 
the user! 

Axis  gives you options! 
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Physipro Seating 

Physiair™ cushion
The Physiair is made of high-resilience urethane foam. 
The foam is grooved on half of the thickness in order to 
make cubes that are like individual springs (like some 
mattresses on the market). This allows cells to operate 
individually and to closely follow the contours of the 
body. 

Ultra Cushion
Comfortable and clinically effective positioning cushion.  
The Ultra cushion’s shape allows for better control 
of the pressure distribution on bony prominences, 
while ensuring controlled weight distribution over the 
cushion surface.

Zero Pressure Cushion
The cushion shapes of the Zero-Pressure are molded to 
reduce pressure on bony prominences and to ensure 
controlled weight distribution over the entire cushion 
surface.
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Resolve® Cushion
The Resolve® cushion is made with layers of dispersion 
foam and comfort foam. With shape components, it 
provides optimum postural support and comfort.

LXA Cushion
Moisture and shearing are not problems with the LXA 
cushion, made of a combination of low-density urethane 
foam and a waffle gel.

C3S cushion 
Provides a durable support for clients with mild postural 
needs. 
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Brio cushion
The BRIO cushion is a new basic cushion that is 
primarily for individuals who require moderate 
positioning and pressure relief.

Ellipse cushion
A new high quality cushion offering optimal 
stability and an even distribution of weight 
across the surface of the cushion. Reduces 
pain, caused by sliding, maintains the pelvis in 
place and allows a micro massage of the body.



Canada

370, 10th  South Avenue
Sherbrooke (Quebec)  J1G 2R7 
 Canada

1 800 668-2252
info@physipro.com

www.physipro.com

Europe

Village des entrepreneurs
461, rue Saint-Léonard

49000 Angers 
France

02 41 69 38 01
contact@physipro.fr

Seating and Mobility Solutions
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